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honor of long-time East-

Big "E" Prepares For Record Homecoming
Pep Rally. Snake Dance Tonite,
41 Units To March In Parade

STUDENT COUNCIL
BEGINS DEBATE
Student Coun-il last Thursday
began debate on an issue of vital
interest to students. Bernlce Dai
land, sophomore representative,
wanted more information concerning the no-parking-in-frontOi-girls'tdorm rule of President
Martin. She stated that sever.) 1
students had asked her to obtain
a clarification and more details of
thr ruling. Bemice ssid that the
students seem more upset about
the way the rule is being .nforced
than the rule itself.
Jack Stephenson, sophomore representative, moved that a committee be appointed to investigate
the ruling. A complete report will
be made at tonight's meeting.

coffee could be laken outside an.1
t-) reduce the amount of work in
keeping the cups clean. Thimotion passed and a project comI mittee was established.
Constitution To Be Revised
The S, C. president appointed a
committee to draw up an agerda
fo.' the proposed revision of the
Council Constitution.
Mr. Lewis, faculty advisr, asked
for time at this week's meeting to
discuas conduct at games.
An representatives we're In attendance, with the exception of
the freshman vho have not yet
chosen their representatives.

Deadline Set For
Fulbright Awards

Paper Cups Wanted
Beverly Rouse, junior reprerentatlve, moved that acommlttec
be set up to investigate the posOnly one month remains to apsibility of having mail deposit
boxes put in the area of the men's piy for some 800 Fulbright
doi ins and having coffee server! scholarships for study or reseach
In paper cups in the grill so that lu 80 countries, the Institute Of
International Education reminded
prospective applicants today. Applications are being accepted until
November 1.
Inter-Asnerican Cultural Convention awards foi study In 17
Lntin American countries- have
the same filing deadline.
Rehearsals for the annual preof Fulbright awards
sentation of "The Messiah" began forRecipients
In Europe, Latin AmerMonday, October 7th. Although 182 ica, study
and
the
Asia-Pacific area
students assembled in the choir will receive tuition,
maintenance
room, Mr. Van 'Peursem, conduc- and round-trip travel. IACC
tor, explained, "We need more scholarships cover transportation,
people, especially men, especially, tuition and partial maintenance
especially tenors!" Those wishing costs. HE administers both of
to Join the chorus are urged to at- these student programs for the
tend the weekly practices at 7 U.S. Department of State.
o'clock on Monday nights.
General eligibility requirements
The twenty-ninth presentation of
both categories of awards are:
the Biblical anthem, an oratorio foi
1)
U.S. citizenship at time of apby Handel, will be on Sunday, De- plication;
2) a bachelors degree
cember 11, at 7:30 P. M. In Brock or its equivalent by 1961; 3)
Auditorium. The size of the chorus knowledge of the elanguuge of the
will only be limited by the-capacity host country; and 41 good health.
of the stage.
A demonstrated capacity for inOriginally, the whole Eastern dependent study and a good
chorus was transported to Berea, academic record are also necesas It was a joint presentation by sary. Preference is given to apboth schools. When the number plicants under 35 years of age
participating became so large, it who have not previously lived or
was necessary for each college, studied abroad.
in mutual assistance, to furnish
Applicants will be required to
those portions of the chorus and ora plan ■>( proposed study
chestra which were needed by the submit
that can be carried out profitably
other school.
within the year abroad. Successful
It Is not known whether there candidates are required to be afwill be a collaboration this year. filiated with approved institutions
This will ultimately depend upon of higher learning abroad.
the capacity of the stage and the
Conpetitions for the 1961-61
final size of the chorus.
academic year close November 1,
Accompanying the chorus will be 1960. Requests for application
the organ and the orchestra under forms must be postmarked before
the direction of Dr. Robert Op- October 18. Completed applicpelt.
ations must be submitted by
November 1.
Students wishing to ootain
more detailed information should
contact Miss Edith Ford, Music
Building.

Messiah Rehearsed
Starts; More
Tenors Needed

Eastern Students
Appear On T. V.

Mr. Jack Toilsome, senior economics major from Lexington,
Miss Janet Wessley, senior English major from Louisville, and
Mr. Barry Brennen, a sophomore
English major from Erlanger, appeared on the WLEX "Youth Edits
the News" television show, Tuesday, October 10. They discussed
the effect of labor on American
politics.
From time to time, WLEX invites groups of young people to
appear on the air and express
their opinions on timely topics. The
program is connected with the
Betty Maxwell show.
The group was the first of a
series of Eastern students who will
appear on the program. They were
under the direction of Mr. Keith
Davis, assistant professor of English.

Nogel Writes
Paper

1MB HOMF.COM1NQ QUEEN CANDIDATES are, first row, left to right, Joyce Mills, Nancy Morehead, Joan Palmer. Judie Sheehan,
Bcttv Deanne Weissinger, Margie Dees, Connell Robb; second row, Linda Reed, Linda Wood. Connie Swan, Judy Sands Sharon
MunsenTthn^ row Margaret, Ban. Dorothy Yount, Judy Weavers, V lola Arnett, Evelyn Craft, Charlotte Robinson. Gall Collins, Geri
Dowd. Not pictured: Charlotte Long.
^_
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Y. W.C.A. Opens Membership Drive
Judy Kendle, president of the Young Women's Christian Association, yesterday announced the schedule of activities for the coming
year.
"We plan to conduct a membership drive beginning Wednesday,
October 19," Judy said. "We hope that a large number of. girls take
this opportunity to Join," she added.
^^
The Y.W.C.A. plans a weiner
roast for Friday. October 21ut.
Old and new members are invited
to attend this event, one of several
to be held during the "Y" Membership Week, October 17-21.
Each year the Y.W.C.A. sponsors the Hanging of the Greens,
at Christmas, and the Easter
Sunrise Service. Both of these arc
Eastern traditions.
"We also plan to organize a
public debate between faculty and
students of. differing political
views," Judy 3aid, "we plan to do
this at one assembly period before
the elections."
Judy said she felt a debate of
this type would help to emphasize
the fact that there is a place for
Christianity in all phases of
campus life. "The goal of the "Y."
after all, is to bring all members
of the student body, regardless of
denomination, together in activities which promote better understanding of the world in which
we live in relation to our Christian
faith.
Tl* Y.W.C.A. meets the third
Thursday of oach month in the
Ralph E. Newman, Junior educLittle Theater dt 6:00 P.M. Thecabinet meets the first Thursdays. ation major from Ashland, will
Members of the cabinet for this represent Company RI Pershlng
year other than Miss Kendle are: Rifles at the national convention
Barbara Rose. 1st vice-president; In New York City. October 13-17.
One of three representatives
Hazel Morris, 2nd vice-president;
Evelyn Crafti secretary; Lois from the state, Ralph is pledge
Webb, treasurer; Linda McCon- officer for Eastern's P. R. unit
nnell, Big Sister's Chairrruui. Miss
go by bus toUhe BatWillie Moss, Home Economic De- talion Headquarters in Dayton
partment, is the sponsor of the and then to New York by goven.ment air transport.
organization.

Newman Attends
Convention

Dr. Paul C. Nagel, associate
professor of history, has recently
had a paper published In The
Journal of Southern History, the
the Southern Historical Association.
The paper entitled "The Election of 1824: A Reconsideration
Based on Newspaper Opinion,"
disagrees with the popular
thought among historians that
there were no political Issues in
the 1824 election.
Richmond, Virginia— Two $500
The paper is in the Augu-rt cash scholarships are now avail1960 issue of the quarterly.
able for graduate and undergraduate students of business, economics, marketing, advertising and
commerce in the first annual
"House of Edgeworth Scholarship
Contest," it was announced here
today.
One $500 scholarship will go to
the undergraduate student who
submits the best advertising slogan with supporting brief of not
more than 500 words for House of
Edgeworth smoking tobaccos. Winner of the second $600 award will
be the graduate student who write*
the best marketing plan foi selling
tobaccos to the college market.
Entries, to be judged on the basis
of originality, expression, and practical merchandising value, must
be postmarked no later than midnight, March 15. 1961. Further
contest information can be obtained from Larus * Brother Company.
Inc., Richmond, Virginia.
KEITH DAVIS

Faculty Steering Comm. Makes Report
Last year in November, the faculty chose a pro tempore Steering
Committee to advise the Board of Regents, if feasible, in choosing the
new president, and to work with the outgoing and incoming presidents
during this year of transition. In addition to this assignment, the
Steering Committee asked and received the faculty's approval for the
establishing of special study committees. The committees were to
compile tentative faculty opinions on certain aspects of the college,
and make these opinions available to the president.
The Steering Committee has
new completed its survey and haj
presented the i-eport to President
Martin and the general faculty.
In effect the reports the beginnlmportance to the college's well
being. The various subjects dealt
with in the report are: Organization of the college, selection and
retention of the faculty, a salary
schedule, the curriculum, improvement of the level of instruction,
property and maintenance, financial administration, and interrollege relations. The views expressed are, of course, entirely
mtirely tentative and prel'minary.

President Martin has expressed
hiu approval of the nature of the
sludy and he believes that such
collaboration between faculty and
administration will allow the col
lege to realize its educational objectives.
It is hoped that a more detailed
evaluation of certain reports will
be made available in the near
future.
Members of the Steering Committee were Paul C. Nagel, Chairman; W. J. Moore, ex offlclo;
Edith G. Ford secretary; J. G.
Black; P.M. Grise; D. D Gatwood; T. C. Herndon; and Ralph
W. Whalin.

Commerce Frat.
Elects Officers

Pillsbury Lists
Home Ec. Awards

PI Omega Pi held its first meeting September 27, and elected the
following officers: president, Arlene Hatton; vice-president, Frank
Tomaro; secretary, Mary Jo Radden, and treasurer, Ellis Broughton.
Pi Omega Pi meets on the fourth
Tuesday of each month. Students
who wuold like to join and who

All home economics majors graduating from January 1961, to June
1961 may apply before November
23 for the Pillsbury Award for 1961.
The award winner will receive
a training fellowship including one
year beginning July 1, 1961, as Associate Director of the Pillsbury
Junior Home Service Center at a
salary of $4500 and a $1000 grant.
There will also be six honor awards
of ,250.
Each college may submit up to
five applicants who have been
screened by the Scholarship and
Awards Committee. Each of the
five persons selected will receive
a citation.
Applicants for the awards must
be in the upper 25 per cent of their
home economics graduating class,
unmarried, able to meet and deal
with people effectively, and able
to express themselves well.
Information may be obtained
from the Home Economics department.

«$«
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C" standing
on all grades °aU
and
"B" on commerce and education
should contact one of the officers.
The sponsor is Mr. A. G. Ilvaine.

Tobacco Co.
Gives Scholarships

Faculty Member Has Book Published
Mr. Keith Davis, assistant professor of English, is the author of
a collection of short stories that
has recently been published by
Exposition Press, New York.
"The Inconstant Moon." la a
collection of nine stories in
pathos. They are told with humor,
feeling, and skill; -and reflect the
perception and experience of their
author.
Mr. Davis has been a U. 8.
Marine, serving in all the major
areas of conflict in the Pacific
He has traveled widely and reflects his experience in this
wtories.
The book will be available in
the college book store. The prico
U J2.50.
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The students above pause between classes to discuss Homecoming.
Two leading Maroon ground gainers and two Homecoming candidates are shown. They are. left to right: Tony Lanham. Maroon
star quarterback, Judy Sheehan. Jimmy Chitum, right halfback,
and Linda Wood.

;

The 1960 Homecoming weekend opens tonight at 6:30 P. M. in
Hanger Stadium with a pep rally, bonfire, and snake dance; and
continues through Saturday night in what is expected to be the biggest,
homecoming celebration in Eastern's history.
The annual homecoming dance, featuring music by Roy Sharp's
Orchestra, will be held tomorrow night from 8 until mid-night in
Walnut-Hall of the Student Union Building. At the dance, the twentyone candidates for homecoming queen will be presented.
Registration of alumni and Tau Pi; Dorothy Young, Louisfriends is set for Saturday ville, Wesley Foundation; Nancy
morning from 9 A.M. until 1 P.M. Morehead, Hebron, Sophomore
in the lobby of the Student Union. Class; Sharon Musen, La Grange
Tickets for the remaining activ- W. R. A.; Geri Dowd. Lexington,
itiea may be pu.-chased during re- Drum and Sandal; Connie Swan.
gistration.
Ixuisville. Senior Class; Gail Collins. Elkhorn City, I. A and Home
HOMECOMING PARADE
Ec. Clubs; Conned Robb. NicholasAt 10 A.M. S.ituday mornin;; vllle. Pershing Rifles; Evelyn
the colorful partde of floats and Craft, Frankfort, Cadet Officers
marching units will leave the
campus for a tour of the downtown business district. The floats
Complete pictorial covwill assemble by 9:30 in back of
the Weaver Health Building. The
parade route will be down Lanerage of Homecoming
caster, turn right on Main, down
Main to Collens Street, up to
will be included in next
Water, turn right en Water, down
Water to South Siecond, back to
week's Progress.
the campus.
Included in the parade will be
thirteen marching units, including Club; Ellen K. Huffman, Ashland.
visiting high school bands from Junior Class; Judie Sheehan AshMadison Central, Madison, High, land, "E" Club; Linda Wood,
Madison Junior High, Carrollton, Austin, KYMA; Viola Arnett.
Co margo—Montgomery County, Evarts, Freshman Class; Joan
Clay County. Boone County Har- Palmer. Cynthiana, D. S. F.;
rodsburg, Mead e-M e m o r 1 a I. Linda Reed. Blackstar, Young DeLondon, Oldham County, and mocrats Club; Betty Deanne WiebOwingsville.
air.ger, Danville, Newman Club;
Eastern's 85-member precision Judy Weaver, London, Laurel,,
marching band, the "Marching County Club; Judy Sands LouisMaroons," will take part in the vtlle, Music Club; Charlotte
parade. The marching band of Robinson, Paint Lick. Young ReEast Tennessee State College wi'l public ans Club; Joyce Milis,
also share in the pre-game and Manchester, Clay County Club;
and Charlotte Long, World Afhalf-time entertainment.
faire Club.
GOVERNOR TO CROWN QUEEN
HOMECOMING GAME
Governor Bert T. Combs will be
At 2 P.M. Saturday, the main
on hand to crown the 1960 Homecoming Queen. This year, for the attraction of the weekend will
first time, the queen will be occur when the Maroons of Coach
crowned at half-time instead of Glenn Presnell meet the Buccaneat the usual pre-game ceremony. ers of Coach Star Wood in the
Candidates for h o m e c o m ing 1960 homecoming game.
Closing out the festivities will
queen and their sponsoring organization are: Mai-garet Ball. be the annual alumni barbecue in
Loyall, Harlan County Club; the cafeteria, followed by a coffee
Margie Dees. Broadhead, Sigma hour In Walnut Hall.

Wyatt Calls For Approval Of
Constitutional Convention
Lieutenant Governor Wilson
Wyatt yesterday urged the
student body of Eastern State
College to vote "yes" on Nov. 8
for a limited constitutional convention "to keep pace with the
changing times."
"The constitution is our basic
doctrine which controls the lives
of the people In the Commonwealth," Gov. Wyatt said, and
stressed the Importance of a revision of the present one.
He described the history of Kentucky's four constitutions. "The
first was prepared in Danville in
1792, after the committee met for
18 days . . . the second was written in 1799 in Frankfort, after
meeting for 27 days . . . the third
in 1850 after 91 days of convening . . . and the fourth, also
in Frankfort, in 1891, after 226
days of meeting."
"The fourth and present doctrine," he commented, "is the most
complicated and restrictive In our
history because the longer they
sat, the more they wrote, and the
more they wrote, the more they
restricted the powers of the people."
Lt. Gov. Wyatt was introduced
by the president of the Eastern
student council, Don Axom, after

the presidents of the Eastern
Young Republican Club, Courtney
Seltz, Louisville, and the Young
Democratic ' Club, Tom Isaacs,
Danville, had each voiced complete support to the limited constitutional convention.
The invocation was given by
Miss Judy Kendle, Dayton, and
music was provided by Lyle Wolfrom, accompanied by Landis
Baker, both of the Eastern music
department.
Introduced were Dr. R. E. Jaggers and Dr. Clyde Lewis, cochairmen of the faculty committee
on the constitutional convention.

Erlanger Girl Is
Resident Nurse
Miss Pat Smith, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Oscar E. Smith, of Erlanger, is serving as resident nurse
of the women's residence halls at
Eastern Kentucky State College.
A 1960 graduate of St. Elizabeth's School of Nursing in Covington, she was graduated from
Erlanger Lloyd High School in
1957.
g
She is a pre-med student at Kast-'
em.

Physics Club
Meets
The Physics Club met on October 4 for the first' meeting of the
year. The officers elected for the
ccming year are: President, David
Adams; VIce-President. Gary
month at 6:15 P.M. in Room 217
of the Science Building. The
Meetings usually include films,
demonstrations, speakers, or
trips to outstanding scientific installations. Everyone interested
in physics, particularly physics
majors, or minors, is invited to attend the meetings and become a
member of the club.

They Urge "Yes" Vote—Speaking yesterday morning in ™PP?rt°f
a revision of the state constitution was Lt. Gov. Wilson Wyatt. Shown
with the Lt. Gov. are Tom Isaacs, president of the Young Dem°<-r«
Club left, and Courtney Seitz, president of the Youns; Republican

Club.'
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DELINQUENCY

In many of our editorials we will speak of issues
very important to the college campus. Surely it is important to have a clean grill or a good student government. But more important, it is essential to have good
students. Generally speaking, students at Eastern are
mature individuals. Some have had a tough fight at maturity but it is a great compliment when it is reached.
Others have failed because they just didn't have it in

them".
Many times people we call adults are delinquents.
There ar« various things that help cause delinquency.
One of these things that we would like to point out is
drinking. Many students have different opinions on
drinking. As for myself, I believe all things are not
harmful in moderation. But few delinquents do not
know where moderation ends and drunkeness begins.
Most alcoholics that you will meet have led shallow lives. Others look for escape or release. Once a
man said "Drunk with happiness," another said "Happiness is a fleeting thing." If it takes a drink to bring
happiness; happiness will be gone when the person regains his real senses.

BUILDINGS NAMED; BROCK, CASE, MATTOX HONORED

TOUCHE'
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by DaVe Adams

No Cause For Alarm Says Famous
Scientist
by: Fermi Einstein McPhug.
lab. assistant for the American Institute of Advanced
Janitorial Methods, as told to Martin Pots.
On the night of Marcn 31. 1959 at 11:59 P. M. the uean of Women
of the college in question was awakened and informed that n man hSfl
entered one of the girls' dormitories. Investigation disclosed that thi»
was indeed the case. A girl had been sleeping alone in her room (her
roommates had suitcaaed) on the third floor of the dormitory, when
she was awakened by a noise outside her window. She fled the room
as a small man raised the window and stepped Into the room uttering
strange sounds.
After hearing the girl's story, the enraged dean charged into the
room and quickly lectured the man into submission. When the police
arrived, he was huddled in a corner of the room under the bed. So
fierce was her verbal onslaught that he had suffered complete mental
withdrawal.
It is my conclusion as an outstanding scientist that this man was
simply a "peeping Tom" that came in out of the cold. The strange
words that he uttered were obsenities in his native language (which
was similar to the language of a strange tribe of pigmy Eskimoes
recently discovered at the South Pole). I have not as yet discovered
how he got to Richmond or how a man of such frail stature could have
climbed up the side of a three-story brick building. However. I can
give absolutely no credence to the report of the dean and several girls
that a strange saucer-like object. 15 feet in diameter, sat stationary
outside the window just out of reach until a billy-happy policeman
clubbed the intruder unconscious, whereupon it disappeared. Obviously,
they were suffering from delusions, optical illusions, morning sickness, and mass hysteria.
The "peeping Tom's" strange blue skin pigmentation and small
build were due to vitamin deficiencies, according to the doctors that
cared for him during his subsequent Illness. Unfortunately, it seems,
the cut on his head became infected. The penicillin Injected to combat
the infection caused one of his hearts to atop. Although the doctors
labored day and night, they were unable to help him ana he died some
23 hours after he was first discovered. Nothing more can be determined
as his body began rapid decomposition, melting into a pool of mercury
before the astonished eyes of the doctors.
As you can see there is no cause for alarm. The United State*
is not being invaded by aliens. The intruder's death-bed babblings of
"E wen dado vay" (take me to your leader) were just babblings. H,
however, you should see any flying objects or strange blue men, please
cull the police, the F.B.I., the Department of Army, and Civil Defense,
IMMEDIATELY.
Sleep well, your National Guard is alert!

Mrs. Emma Y. Case, Dean of
Women; Mr. M. E. Mattox, Registrar; and Mr. Marshall Brock.
Business Agent, were recently honored by the Board of Regents in
recognition of their long and devoted service to the college. The
new dormitories and married student housing now under construction are to be named in their honor.
The new women's dormitory, expected to be completed in March,
will be named Case Hal) in honor
of Eastern's Dean of Women. Mrs.
Case has served on the college
staff since 1925 and as dean of
women since 1932.
Mrs. Case has always endeavored to befriend and sincerely counsel those students who have sought
her advict. She has always made
the welfare of the student body
her chief concern, and will always
be remembered by the students
who have known her as a sincere
friend and intelligent advisor.
The new men's dormitory will
be called Mattox Hall to honor
M. E. Mattox, registrar since 1925.
Mr. Mattox, familiar to all of us
as the smiling man who runs registration, is respected and loved by
any of us who have ever had
academic difficulties. He will always listen to an explanation and
is famous for his "second chances."
Mattox Hall will be a fitting memorial to a man who has devoted
so much of his time and energy
to the development of Eastern and
its student body.
The married student housing is

Dean Case

Mr. Brock
to be named for Mr. Marshall
Brock, who has served-the college
as business agent since 1923. The
new village will be known as
Brocton.
Mr. Brock's business management has been one of the most important factors in the college administration. The student body is
not always aware of Mr. Brock's
presence, but his influence and
dedication to Eastern has helped
maintain a school of which we can
always be proud.
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Students Welcome to Browse

FREE DELIVERY.
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The Progress Salutes
SPECK'S RESTAURANT

L
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Richmond Office Equipment

Jim Williams, right, KYMA president, releases Homecoming story
to Larry Stanley. Progress co-editor.

Choice of Two Vegetables

IF YOU WANT YOUR FOOD DELIVERED
FREE!
Just Phone your Order to Loo-ee-gee (Luigi)

Phone 2737

h
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wSICril refreshes your taste
,/
, —alr-sgftens every puff

"School and Office Supplies"
PHONE 2473
■

by Gretcken W.ir.l«mi

~7£6t afiurfTSits v$/"^*£,/Yes, the cool smoke of
Salem refreshes your taste just as springtime refreshes
you. And special High Porosity paper "air-softens" every puff.
Get acquainted with the springtime-fresh smoke of Salem
and its rich tobacco taste! Smoke refreshed... smoke Salem!

*
ft

For some of the old grads returning this weekend, the only
fashions they expect and will see
will be the "old" ones in glasses.
But for the feminine undergraduate, this Is a weekend where fashions will have as much emphasis
as the football score.
A wardrobe must comply with
the many different social functions
homecoming entails. When making this all important appearance,
an ensemble should always be appropos to the time and place of
Its calling.' In choosing clothes for the ballgame a girl must remember that
football is still considered a sport;
and she shotiM pick an outfit of
the "tweedy ' tyje. A tailored suit
or simple wool sheath would be
quite appropriate. Wear conservative jewelry and by all means
gloves. Hats are optional. Furs
may be wom if the weather is
cool.
Heels are an absolute necessity
for the entire weekend. A young
lady will have to forfeit her comfort for glamour despite groaning
toes and short boyfriends
The Midas touch of femininity
is reserved for the Homecoming
Dance. According to the Burnam
Hall "clothes line", dreasea ranging from a de colte jersey to a
semi-formal chiffon are to be worn.
However a cocktail dreas would be
In better taste and would make
sure that one is not over or under
dressed.
The best thing to wear for such
a hectic weekend is a pleasant
smile and to carry a sense of
humor with every outfit.

College-Career
Fashions

■■

Richmond, ,|^

South Third Street

Don Axom
This week we would like to
feature Don Axon>, as student of
the week. Don in a twenty-one
year old senior from Columbus.
Indiana, majoring in commerce.
Since Don came to Eastern as a,
freshman, he has been a very
active and popular student.
Among the activities he takes
ar. interest in are: Student Council
of which he is president, Commander of ROTC. President- of
Cadet Officer Club. Executive officer of PR's, and co-editor of the
Military section of the mile stone
with Fred Crump. As you can see,
Don is interested in the army. On
lei.ving school he plans on entering' the service, possibly to make
a career o f this. His other choice
is to go Into teaching.
Student Council and ROTC have
already required much of his tim-.«
in re-oKajiization. Under his capable leadeshlp these two important
Organizations have undegone geat
impovements. Don feels that we
hove just begun to explore the
possibilities that Student Council
and ROTC may offer. We feel
sure that Don will be remembered
us one of the most capable leader of both organizations.
The Pogress is proud that you
are It's first student of the week.
The staff wishes vou the best ot
luck.

Homecoming
la Style

menthol fresh
• rich tobacco taste
• modern filter, too

\
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LUIGIS PIZZA

69c
HINKLES DRUG STORE

FLOWERS'OF DISTINCTION
CORSAGES OUR SPECIALTY

Featuring Basket Dinners
Steaks - Chops
Dance Band Every
Wednesday Night

ALL THE FISH YOU CAN EAT!
Hot Rolls or Corn Sticks

FLORIST

823 E. Main — Phone 567

A favorite phrase of mine is: "A man takes a
drink, then another, then a drink takes a man." When
a man becomes drunk, he is no longer a man, but a
child; not even an adult delinquent but a juvenile delinquent. Because his actions are those of a young child.
It is bad eough for boys to conceal their identity
but it is even worse for a young girl. How easier could
a young girl lose her self-respect; how else could she
prove she is still a child.
Some persons believe that alcohol makes them older, more at ease, and more self confident. I assure you
it does, but only to another drunk of the same caliber.
So let us advise you, knowledge comes from a bottle,
and it takes a fool to know it.

Mr. Mattox

OPELL'S

SUBWAY RESTAURANT
FIRST & MAIN
IF YOU'RE ON A DIET, DON'T
COME IN
BECAUSE WE FILL YOU TO
YOUR CHIN

\%W\

WAYMAN'S
DEP'T.
RICHMOND

STORES
—

BEREA

"The Bargain City of the Blue Grass"
"^

LtVIS

Cloud
Mist
Pullover
1.98

MKWWS WWT 8WUU- SMCE WSO

AT

Heather
Plaid
Slacks
12.98

BOB'S
NOW
Your Portrait In Direct Color —
by Jimmy Taylor
STOP IN OUR STUDIO AND SEE OUR SAMPLES

McGAUGHEY STUDIO
SOUTH 3RD. STREET

PHONE 52
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WEEKEND SCHEDULE
Friday
Middle Tennessee at Chattanooga. Night
Saturday
Western Kentucky vs. Tennessee
Tech at Cookeville, Tenn. Somecoining
More head vs. Murray at Murray.
Kentucky
East Tennessee vs. Eastern Kentucky at Richmond, Kentucky.
Homecoming
LAST WEEKEND'S RESt LTS
o. V. c. 6MM
Louisville IS. Murray 0
Tennessee Tech. 21. East Tennessee T
Western Kentucky M. Austin
Peay 6
Morehead 4», Wast Virginia
Tech 19
Middle Tennessee 14, Eastern
Kentucky 19
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This is the B-52. Advanced as it
may be, this airplane has one thing
in common with the first wargalleys of ancient Egypt...and
with the air and space vehicles of
the future. Someone must chart its
course. Someone must navigate it.
For certain young men this presents a career of real executive
opportunity. Here, perhaps yon
will have the chance to master a
profession full of meaning, excitement and rewards...as a Navigator in the U. S. Air Force.
To qualify for Navigator training as an Aviation Cadet you must
be an American citizen between 19
and 2tVi— single, healthy and intelligent. A high school diploma is
required, but some college is highly
desirable. Successful completion of
the training program leads to a
commission as a Second Lieutenant... and your Navigator wings.
If you think you have what it
takes to measure up to the Aviation Cadet Program for Navigator training, see your local Air
Force Recruiter. Or clip and mail
this coupon.
There's a place for tomorrow's
leaders on the
------ g-~Aerospace Team. I
I ^^

Airjwce
M»ll THIS CSMMM TODAY
«VI»TISH EMIT MMWMTUM

Dept. SCLOIO

( ZefUf* )
Walgreen Agency Drug Store
2nd & Main
Richmond. Ky.
School Supply Headquarters

•M TtM, WtSHMSTSM 4. I.C.
I «n between IS am 2t'/j. t citmn
of tke U.S. and i high school i/adiute
with
years of collate Please
send me detailed information on the
Aviation Cadel proffem.

ST*£t.T_
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news to boot:
nipped, neat •
frs Psltts Debt who s'ylet a whole covey'
•f the ntw eropped-lowor, lighter,
•hoe-like ones. See whof we're boortits*

Maroons Lose To Middle Tenn.
Prepare For Homecoming
Eastern Seeks
Homecoming
Victory Sal.
Eastern Kentucky's I u c k 1 e ss
Maroons, victims of two point
leases in their last two outings,
tackle Cast Tennessee Saturday
afternoon in the main attraction
Of a Mir homecoming celebratioi.
or the Eastern r ampus
Glenn Presnells Maroons, after
a week of -wir. -.v work in im!'rowing both their offense and deease will shoot the works in on
attempt to send the expected 5.000 alumni ami friends home with
the high enthusiasm they bring to
the S p.m. kickoff at Hanger
Stadium.
The big event of the weekend's
activities takes place at 2 p.m..
EST. when this angry Eastern
grid team battles the Buccaneers
from the Volunteer state in an attempt to atone for a disastrous
three game lowing streak.
WHh six games remaining.
Coach Presne'll believes his Maroons still can enjoy a successful
campaign, but only If "Lad>
Luck" turns his way for the first
time this fall. Me had commented
earlier in the week that he had
never seen all the breaks go
against one team as they have so
far against his young squad an.i
that, if the law of averages hoi-:
true, fine things are in store the
remainder of the season.
Preshell and his staff hope that
the long injury list can be shortened by game time Saturday.
Senior halfbacks Gllly Layman
and Shannon Johnson both may
be at top speed for the first time
in several weeks. Sophomore center. Richard Wallace, who nursed
a hand injury during last week's
game, will be able to go at top
speed also.
Big Vernoh O'Dell was still Hated as a doubtful player as late as
last night, as was sophomore end,
Wayne Conley. Both received Injuries last week.
Stun my Incavldo, veteran senior
fullback, received word from the
doctors this week that he probably will miss the remainder of
the (season as a result of an injury
received on th■■ second play of the
Murray game two weeks ago. His
loss leaves the Maroons with just
a pair of freshman fullbacks In
top condition Jerry Lansdale. and
Roger Manclni. Sophomore Bill
Elkins Is recuperating from injuries but will be ready for some
action Saturday.
Freshman Jimmy C h 111 u m's
tremendous performance againsr
Middle Tennessee, when he rushed
for MM yards, Jave him' the lead
ership in the Individual rushing
department. The 170 pound Lexington, Va., athlete has netted 177
yards on 18 carries for a fine 9.8
average per carry. Quarterback
Tony Lanhaen follows with 134
yards and a 6.3 average and Layman is third with 101 yards or
17 carries for a 5.9 average.
Lanham's two touchdown
passes upped his total scoring
pusses to four. The Oorbln junior
has found the range IIJ, 16 of 36
aerials for 927 yards and a completion percentage of ."404.
Johnson leads In touchdown
passes caught, with two. and in
paas receivin'n^ gyardage, wi'h 96
yards on three catches. Richie
Bmrnone and Outturn each hav»
caught a, scoring toss, and Chittum's four receptions is tops in
this department.
The Buc's of East Tennessee
featuring a lightening fast baclifleld with all-conference candidates, Tim Sowders, at quarterback, and big Ronnie Quillen, at
right half, leading the split-T attack, will field a lighter forward
wall than Eastern's averaging
5% pounds per man lighter than
the Maroon's' 198'4 average. Their
backs win outweight the Eastern
backs by some 14 pounds, how-

• • • Pigs com* brushed '« back-laced.
'Crawrtrina. tops flip for yew. Unlined
foHi, glove leather?, rib soles or*

WELCOME
STUDENTS!

tn Ihe running. Colon like demon red,
arty, tobacco, black, ranging greens
end beiges to briar-browns put your
dast-bound wardrobe top-jhidel

$5.95 to $6.95

Guaranteed Watch

Repair Service
ELGINS. 17J

$19.95

■ULOVAS. 17J

$24.95

GRUENS, 17, 19J 19.95
BENRUS, 17J

$25.00

NORELCO SHAVERS
Reg. $24.95
$17.95
Diamond Bridal Sets
$19.95 to $999.95
Nationally Known Brands!

^-WiaaV--.

'

Speidel, Longines, Ronson Sunbeam, Timex
41 at LESS than Reg. Price!
Check
our prices—See for your~ sckoi
•elf.. .. Don't buy, if not
convinced!

Imtwtast3/teL.
Sofisfaction Guoronfeed

'.h erf i .
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KESSLER'S

(Meat Door to aVegiey Drug)
RICHMOND'S ONLY CUTRATE JEWELRY!
Terms To Students.

Ph. 1266

205 W. Main

Raiders Win
Thriller 14-12

Good Form Mary Beth Hempfling. comely 19-y ear-old sophomore from Hebron, demonstrates her
form as a ball carrier to five Eastern Kentucky S tate College senior gridders. Seniors are. from
left: Frank Tomaro, tackta from North Bergen, N. J.; Shannon Johnson, halfback from Irvine; Don
Adkisson. guard from Harlan; Sammy incavido. fullback from Dunmore. Pa.; and Vernon O'Dell.
tackle from' Columbiaville, Michigan. Mary Beth, an Eastern cheerleader, was chosen Miss BoomCounty of 1960. and Mies Correct Posture of 19 60 by the Kentucky Chiropractor's Association,
She is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Vaughn Hem pfling, 999 River Road, Hebron. The Maroons are
prepping for Saturday's big home coming game with East Tennessee.

Player Of The
Week

Outturn, hard running freshman
halfback from Lexington, Virgini■•..
I'ui his sterling performance in
ls-st week's 14-12 loss to Middle
Tennessee. The 170 pound freshman on six carries, racked up 100
det yards rushing to take the lead
in the individual rushing department. He is presently averaging
9.8 yards on eighteen carries. He'1!
open at left half Saturday afternoon as the Maroons meet East
Tennessee in the homecoming attraction.

Ohio

Valley Conference
Conference All (James
WLT Pit. W L T Pet.
Tenn. T. 2 0 0 1.000 3 1 0 .750
Murray
2 0 0 1.000 2 2 0 .500
W. Ky.
10 1 1.000 2 11 .667
Mid. T.
1 1 0 .500 2 2 0 .500
M'head
0 10 .000 3 10 .750
E. Tenn. 0 2 t .000 12 1 .333
E. Ky.
0 2 0 .000 13 0 .250

George King, West Virginia's
new basketball coach, formerly
staired in the National BasketPenn State is p-.aying its 74th lull Assn. He played for the
Syracuse Nationals.
season of football.

CMMW COMCOY

JIM CHITTUM
Eastern's "Player of the Week"
avriard this week goes to Jimmy

r

ev«)r, giving the Tennesseans the
overall weight advantage by some
9 pounds per man.
This will be the fifth meeting
between the two schools. Eas;
TeauieBsee leads the series In
games won, three to one.
The probable starting lineups are:
E. Tenn.
Eastern
PoS.
Morrison
LE
Hughes
LT
Tomaro
McCarter
Adkisson
LG
Harnian
Kir,i
Wallace
C
Goodhew
RG
Ramev
Hatfleld
RT
King
RE
Brooks
Blackwelder
QB
Lanham
Sowders
LH
Chit turn
E. Honaker
Emmons
RH
Quillen
Lansdale
FB
J. Honaker

♦LET* SHOW THE TfiWi WE'M REALLY KHIN0
THEM, MM IF Wet ARE PiAYINfr LQVS\/»

For the second consecutive Friday night, Coach Glenn Presnells
injury - ridden Eastern Maroons
equalled their opponents in touchdowns only to lose out on extra
points. The Middle Tennessee Blue
Raiders, defending OVC champions, took the measure of the
luckless Maroons 14-12 at Murfreesboro. Last week Eastern lost
a 21-19 thriiler to Murray in their
OVC lid-lifter at Hanger Stadium.
The Blue Raiders tallied late in
the opening quarter as Terry Bailey
passed 10 yards to Jerry Stapleton, climaxing a drive which
netted 62 yards in 10 plays. The
conversion attempt was retarded
by a pair of fifteen-yard penalties
against Middle Tennessee. However. Bailey added insult to Injury
by finally tossing 33 yards to Stapleton for the two-pointer, giving
the home team an 8-0 lead.
The Maroons, displaying the desire and determination which haa
typified their play all season, came
storming back in quarter number
two. Taking the ball on their own
7 yard line, the boys from Eastern moved it 93 yards in 7 plays.
Slick-passing Tony Lanham hit
freshman sensation, Jim Chittum,
In the end zone from 7 yards out
after the same Chittum had dashed
70 yards to set up the score. Lanham's pass to Jerry Lansdale was
incomplete on the try for the tying
points, and the Maroons went to
the dressing room trailing 8-6.
Play in the second half was even
as the Blue Raiders were able to
make the narrow margin stand up.
Freshman halfback Larry Whaley
scored Middle Tennessee's second
touchdown when he skirted right
end for 5 yards on an option play
early in the third period. Whaley
tried right end again on the conversion attempt but was stopped
short of the goal line. Eastern
trailed 14-6 after three quarters of
play.
The Maroons got back into the
scoring column with less than two
minutes gone in the final stanza
when Lanham's pass to Shannon
Johnson was good for 68 yards and
paydirt on the second play of the
series. Tony again tried to pass
for the two-point conversion, but
the play was defensed successfully
by the alert Blue Raiders.
Trailing 14-12 late in the game.
Eastern made a game bid to pull
the contest out of the fire, but
this last ditch effort was quelled
when Jim Nabors intercepted a
Lanham pass with scant time re>
maining.
Freshman backs Chittum, Lansdale, and Richie Emmons were
praised once again by Presshell
for their outstanding play in the
MTSC tilt. Chittum picked up 100
yards rushing to gain recognition
as Eastern's "player-of-the-week."
After the
first four ball-games
Chittum leads the Maroon rushing attack with a 9.8 per carry
average. He is followed by Lanham with 6.3 and Gilly Layman
with 5.9. Lanham, with 16 completions in 36 attempts, has passed
for 227 yards and 4 touchdowns—
a fine performance.
The Maroons return hople to
Hanger Stadium Saturday afternoon for the annual Homecoming
game, still looking for a conference
victory. The opponents are East
Tennessee and kiekoff time is 2
p.m.
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EASTERN HOMECOMING: PAST AND PRESENT

Students and alumni enter Hanger Stadium to watch Eastern
defeat Evansville 35-0 at the 1952 Homecoming.
In 1953. Eastern "executed" Western 13-7 and Miss Carlene Babb
reigned as queen.
^Wti'^jt

The bands played loudly as Eastern won lta ninth con»ecutfve
Homecoming game in 1955.

I

M

. ^n

\-k
,-

Jim Skaggs, Al Hatch, Charles Andrew, and James Adams race
against time to stuff napkins in 1956. The Maroons rolled over
Tennessee Tech 25-13 for another Homecoming victory.

In 1957, the ROTC wanted the Maroons to "blast 'em" and Eastern
did by defeating arch-rival Western 28-0.
Miss Pat Clevenger reigned over the 1958 Homecoming festivities.
Eastern extended its Homecoming winning streak to 12, by defeating East Tennessee, this year's opponent.

RAY'S BARBER SHOP
WE HAVE FOUR DEPENDABLE BARBERS
TO SERVE YOU AT ALL TIMES.
Main Street

LET US TAKE CARE OF YOUR BANKING NEEDS!

•

■'

Why Go to Town?

BURD'S
Drug Store

Gas Up With Us!

Fountain - Luncheonette
Prescriptions

College Service Station
Across from Memorial Hall

FREE DELIVERY
7 A. M. to 7 P. M.

STATE BANK AND
TRUST COMPANY
OK RICHMOND, KENTUCKY

An overflowing crowd of 8.000 saw Eastern drop Its first Homecoming game in thirteen years to arch-rival Western 13-7. Miss
Mary Ellen Willis was chosen queen.

Phones 244 & 245

Now! Ends Sat.

MADISON

.

MEMBER FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM

2 THRILLERS!

KATIES
Baby Shop

Ernest Borgnine

MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORP.

IN

'MAN ON A STRING'

We Specialize in Infant's
and Children's Wear
& Maternity Complete.

SUNDAY—MONDAY—TUESDAY—WEDNESDAY

!NNEYlS

Mary Ellen Willis, center, 1959 Homecoming Queen, gives pointers to a few of this year's candidates. Left to right are Betty Wlesslnger, Lmda Wood, Evelyn Craft, kneeling, Mary Ellen Willis,
Charlotte Robinson, and Judy Sheehan.

*

GO-GO - GO MAROONS

i..

The Colonel Drive In
INC.
Big

_ FRENCH FRIES OR MASHED POTATOES
COLE SLAW, BISCUITS AND GRAVY
-

HOMECOMING SPECIAL!

INSULATION
Little-time-lost at the cleaners for our sleek
vinyl plastic coat! Looks more like leather than
ever! Amply collared and three-quarter lined
in thick, soft Orion acrylic pile backed with
Arnel triacetate with all acetate quilt kicker!
Ivory, pewter green, loden green, blue, antelope, white. Sizes 8 to 20.

19 95

BASS Mocs

• Both Black & Brown
• Regular $23.95
• All Sizes:

95

A's to E's
6 to 13

JAN'S

Ky.

Featuring Col. Sanders Recipe

BOB'S

Ad Luxury, Little Upkeep—Plus a "Pile" of

Richmond,

TUESDAY SPECIAL!
% KENTUCKY FRIED CHICKEN

AT

GENUINE

Hill Avenue,

SHOES

79c

FREE PASS TO REDA DRIVE IN WITH EACH
ORDER OF CHICKEN!
TRY OUR SPAGHETTI TOQ. ITS DELICIOUS!
Tomato Meat Sauce—Garlic Bread —Green Salad with Oil Dressing
90c
Owned and Operated by
LEWIS W. BROADUS And ■TONY
"
SIDERIS

'
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Pictured above is the senior class float that won second
prize for beauty.

•
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Snake Dance Out Of Control
Results In Disciplinary Action

as ^^'£nS^S»&S^StS

reaWfor the president's action were: (1) the act. of vandalism committed by the students. (2) the drunkenness and disorder of a few of
the students, and (3) attempts by boys to break into the girls dormiThe trouble started in the snake
dance whefl a group of students
broke away from the main group
of student*. Thle splinter group
formed their own snake dance and
went through a local recreation
hall where they stole billiard balls
off the pool tables. The loss incurred was over six hundred dollars and forced the owner to close
his business. This same group also
went through the Madison Theatre, disrupting the movie. Later
more vandalism occured when
walnuts were thrown at automobiles by college students.
Coming back on campus, part
of the students in the anaKe dance
failed to take advantage of the
free movie and attempted raid*
on the girls' dorms.
One group of boys entered
Memorral Han. -but were ch*le«
out before they could achieve the
objects of their attack.
City and state police were en
hand to aid the president, the
dean of men, campris police,
mens' dorm supervisors, and presidential monitors tha*. broke up tiie
attempts to raid Burnam and Sullivan Halls. Several students were
arrested by city police on charges
of drunkenness and public desorder and spent the night In jail.
Curfew Imposed
President Martin ordered a
12:05 A.M. curfew placed on the
men* residenses that night. Boys
caught out of their dorm after
that hour had their I. D. cards
taken. Most Of these I. D. cards
were returned Friday with a
thanks from the administration
for the boys' co-operation.
One student was injured Thursday night when he Jumped from
the second floor of Case Hall into
stacked steel after being spotted
by police. After he was apprehended, the boy admitted that he was
tryng to raid Burnam Hall.
Most of the students involved

Plastic Cups
Now Available
In Eastern Grill
Mr. Fred Ballou. manager of
the college grill, has, announced
that plastic cups are now available to students who wish to take
their coffjee out of the Union
Building.
Coffee served in the plastic cups
will cost 7c; the two cent Increase
in price is to cover the expense of
the container.
He stated that this new policy
was brought about by an article
In last week's Progress which reported that Beverly Rouse, sophomore S. C. representative, had
asked that Student Council investigate the possibility of paper
cups for coffee in the grill.
Mr. Ballou stated that he Is
always willing to change conditions to suit the students if possible.
It Is hoped that these new containers will cut down on Jhe expense of lost and broken cu^s. The
present coffee cupa cost 50c a
piece.

were

freshmen

and

sophomore

Girls' Dorms
Install Officers
The house councils of Burnam,
Sullivan, and Memorial Halls held
their installation of officers last
Wednesday. October 19th.
' Burnam's house council officers
and floor representatives for 196061 are the following: Diana Munson, president; Judy Kendle, vice
president; Martha Walker, secretary; Sally Proctor, treasurer, and
Jean McConnell, social chairman.
The floor representatives are:
{ Sandy Hosklns, Sara Kays, Hazel
Morris, Nancy Frazler, Norma
! Schmidt, Judy Justice. Linda Mahan, Linda Johnson. Virginia
Johnson, and Sandy Collins.
Memorial Hall officers are Linda
Spalding, president; Joanna Compton, vice president; Ann Herran,
treasurer; Dottie Mathews, secretary, and Marlene Swanson, social
chairman. The floor representatives are: Gall Baldock, Suzanne
Marcum, and Bobby Gentry.
The officers at Sullivan Hall
are: Susan Congleton, president;
Joyce Crumbacker, vice president;
Myma,. Graham, secretary; Mar-

Miss Judy Sheehan Reigns As
1960 Homecoming Queen
Miss Judy Sheehan. sophomore physical education major from
Ashland, was crowned 1960 Homecoming Queen last Saturday by Gov.
Bert Combs during the half-time ceremonies of the Eastern-East Tennessee game.
.
Miss Connell Robb, Nichojasville sophomore, and Miss Margie
Dees, senior from Brodhead, were picked as attendants.
Judy, sponsored by the "E
Club, "was chosen queen from the
field of "twenty-two candidates.
Connell was sponsored by the
Pershing Rifles and Margie was
sponsored by Sigma Tau Pi.
In float competition first prise
The first concert by the newly In beauty went to the Wesley
formed Sinfonietta will be given Foundation.
The top prize in
on Wednesday, October 26th nt originality was awarded to the
80'clock in Walnut Hall of th; Disciple Student Fellowship. SecStudent Union Building on th^ ond prize in beauty went to the
Eastern Campus, it was announc- senior class. -The junior class
ed today by James E. Van Peiir placed second In originality with
sem, director of music
the Newman Club placing third.
The Sinfonietta is a chamber^''
The P. E. Club for the second
small orchestra conrpoaed'o' straight year won the best decotwenty-four advanced p 1 a
rated building award sponsored
who have been selected for
by the Student Council. The club
unusual competence. The 1
decorated the Weaver Health
standards of this group all
Building.

Chamber Orch. To
Give Free Concert

fe^jIftlllrtiiwUMllinisT egg* ;***. M
Vancea

Bogle, social chairman. The floor
representatives are: Doris Masters, Carol Lambert, Bethie Allison, Peggy Karen, Joyce Hazard,
May Hockard, and Carol Larsyth.
These councils represent all of
the girls who live on campus and
are responsible for the enforcing
of the dormitory . rules. The
councils also function as honor
courts.
The installation of these girls
took place last night at 4:30 in
the lobbies of the three dormitories. The ceremony is one of
MI8S MARY FLOYD
the oldest traditions of the girls
Miss Mary Floyd, 69. Lancaster residence halls.
Avenue, retired teacher and librarian, died at Pattie A. Clay
Infirmary at 12:30 p. m., Sunday
after a brief illness.
A native of Pulaski County,
Miss Floyd taught In the public
schools of Somerset. CampbellsHomecoming pictures are now
ville and Louisville for several on display in the first floor of the
years. She came to Eastern State science Building. These pictures
College, first as student and then were taken by the Photo Club,
as teacher, in the early 1920's, and prints are available for any
serving thereafter » as associate student who wishes to obtain
professor of history and as college them.
librarian from 1929 until her retirement In 1957.
Miss Floyd was a member of
the First Baptist Church, the Cecilian Music Club and the Woman's
Club. She held membership in a
number of professional organizations, including the American AsOAKS, Junior and senior men's
sociation of University Women, the honorary, will have a picnic for
American Library Association and members and guests this Saturthe Kentucky Library Association day, October 22, at the Pinnacle
which she served for a term as in Berea.
director.
Members who plan to attend
She held academic degrees from' should contact John Anderson by
Eastern, the University of Chicago Friday. The cost will be 50c for
and Columbia University.
each member and his guest.
She is survived by a sister, Mrs.
Cars will leave from in front oi
Lela Case, Portsmouth, Ohio; a the Student Union at 2:00 p.m.
cousin, Mrs. Jessie Catchen, Saturday afternoon.
Somerset; a nephew, Roy Floyd.
CTiaperones will be Mr. and
Harrogate, Tenn., and* a number Mrs. Robert Larance.
-phews and nieces.
ot other nephews
Honorary
Honor"
pallbearers included
.
W.
„r.
F. O'Donnell, I m m e Dr
diate past president of Eastern;
Dr, Robert R. Martin, current
president; Dr. Fred Engle. Sr., Dr.
Smith Park, George C. Robbins
and Dr. P. M. Orise. Active pallbearers will be Arthur Wlckersham. Dick M. Allen. Dean Oatwood. Gentry Mcllvalne, Edsel
Mountz and Hubert Cornelison.

Homecoming
Shots Available

OAKS PLAN
OUTING

Collegiate Pentode Endorses
Constitutional Convention
Collegiate P e n t a c 1 e, senior
women s leadership honorary
wociety. held its regular meeting
on Wednesday. October 12. 1960
at 6:00 in Room 201 ef the
Student Union Building. Mis*
Arlene Hatton. president, presided
at the meeting.
President Robert R. Martin.
guest speaker, gave a most informative comprehensive talk on
"The Limited Constitutional Convention." Collegiate Pentacle voted unamiously to support the
limited constitutional convention
and to use their influence in their
home communities.

Numb er
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Outing To Be
Held
An outing will be held for all
members and incoming freshman
students interestea in the medical
services The outing will be held
October 24th at the cave on the
Lancaster Road. All students Interested in going should see Frank
Whalen or Mr. Cox, as soon as
possible.

nature, oltr and new, at
standard of excellence approach
ing the professional.
Dr. Robert Oppelt conducts tin
orchestra.
Works to be heard in this first
concert are, as follows:
Overture for String Orchestrn
by Helsey Stevens
Symphony No. 39 in Eb by
Mozart
Concerto grosso # 12 i'l
bminor by Handel
Soloists in the Handel Concerto
grosso are Eleanor Wolfrom and
Ross Stocker. violins, and Lyle
Wolfrom, faculty cellist.
The public is cordially invited
to this free concert.

Canterbury Club
To Hold
Informal Party

The Canterbury Club, the English major honorary, will hold an
informal party for freshman English major and incoming Canterbury Club members on Thursday,
October 27th, from 7:30-8:30 in
Walnut Hall.
Hot Coffee, chocolate, and donuts will be served.
This informal party wiH give
English majors, especially freshman, "a chance to meet all the
English faculty.
New Members
This week the Canterbury Club
will extend to sophomore and
Junior English majors with a "B"
average and to all senior English
majors and minors with a "C"
The Social Security Administr- average an invitation to Join the
ation through its Bureau of Old- club.
Age, Survivors and Disability Insurance is interested in recruiting
well qualified seniors for positions
within the Bureau and who will
graduate in 1961, according to R.
A. Tweedy, District Manager,
Mrs. Laura Ballard, the hostess
Social Security Administration
In the Student Union Building anLexington.
Representatives of the Bureau nounced today that the Student
are also interested in discussing Union Council issued the followwith college juniors the possibility ingIn notice.
accordance with administrof summer employment during
policy no posters will be
1961 and who are Interested in a ation
career with the United States permitted in any part of the SUB
Government. The entrance on with the exception of the bulletin
Anyone who wishes to
duty rate of pay may range from boards.
$4,345.00 to $5,355.00 per annum have a poster placed on one of the
bulletin
boards should contact
depending upon the qualifications Mrs. Ballard
and she will make
of the individual as well as the
the arrangements, Posters In othparticular position Involved.
Students wishing detailed in- er parts of the building will be reformation with respect to the moved.
The Student Union Council is a
duties of the positions may write committee
faculty and students.
to the District Manager so that They are inof charge
of the mainpersonal Interviews may be artenance of the Student Union
ranged at the college.
Building.

Social Security
Jobs Offered

S. U. B. Off Limits
To Posters

The ROTC Corps sponsors are pictured below. They are. left to
right: Evelyn Craft, Ann Stanley Johnson. Jean Williams, Jeannie
Saunders, Kay Bowman, Ruth West, and Cornell Robb.

Homecoming _for

}»#);. Judy Sheehan

Campus Projects TENTATIVE PLANS SET FOR
PRESIDENT'S INAUGURATION
Underway
Dean W. J. Moore, chairman of tile inaugural committee, has anMr. Ralph Conlee, head of the
maintenance department, has announced further physical changes
for the campus.
"The projects under way at
this time include: new side walks
on Lancaster Avenue; a new roof
on the Roark Building; the construction of a new parking lot;
the transplanting of a number of
trees; and landscaping around the
administration building," Mi.
Conlee announced.
The maintenance depart ment
has the new sidewalks well under
way. They are being built in front
of Roark and Cammack buildingo
and will extend from the side
walk in front of the Administration Building to campus drive.
Workmen are also on the Job
at Roark building. The roof, which
has needed repair for some time,
Is being replaced. The interior of
Roark has been extensively renovated in recent years and furth
er improvements will be made in
the near future.
The new parking lot is being
constructed behind the library on
a purtion of the girl's hockey field.
Plans are now being made to relocate the girl's hockey field in
the future.
Trees are also being moved to
more convenient locations around
the campus. In a number of cases
trees that were In the way of construction were transplanted to replace trees that had died.
A professional landscape architect is in charge of the landscaping around the Administration
building. "In the future," said Mr
Conlee, "he will be in charge of
all the landscaping on the campus.
This policy is In accordance with
the president's wish of keeping
Eastern the most beautiful college
in the state."

nounced tentative plans for th* November 17th Inaftguration of D^
Robert R. Martin as the sixth president of Eastern.
Dr. Fisher, dean of the Teachers' College at Columbia University
will deliver the inaugural address.
Chief Justice Byrd of the Kentucky Court of Appeals will
duce President Martin. Governor Combs will represent the Co:
wealth at the inauguration.
November 17—9:00 to 11:69,
Included among the other speakers for the activities will be Dr. Registration of Delegates, SUB;
11:30-1:30, Luncheon for DeleHerman L. Donovan who will ad- gates,
SUB; Dr. Herman L. Donodress the luncheon for delegates van, principal
speaker; Delegates
and platform guests.
and Platform Guests will be guests
Representatives from 611 insti- for
the luncheon; 1:30-2:00, Acatutions of higher education have demic
Processional; 2:00-3:30, Inbeen invited to send delegates.
augural
Brock AudiAlso scheduled as part of the torium; Ceremonies,
3:30 to 5:30, Reception,
two-day activities are a reception President's Home; 9:00 p. m., Into be held at the president's house augural Ball.
after the inauguration ceremonies
and a ball to be held that night.
The ball will be open to the student body.
About ninety members of the
faculty are working on the various committees that are planning
the details of the event.
Listed below is the tentative
Don't Forget! Applications
schedule of events:
for absentee ballots for the
November 16 -Board of Regents
November 8th elections must be
Dinner, SUB, 8:00 p. m. Dr. Robreceived by your county clerk
ert R. Martin, principal speaker.
by October 24.
Faculty of the college will bo
guests for dinner.

Absentee Ballots
Deadline Posted

Teachers Exams
Are Listed
PRINCETON. N. J. October K.
The National Teacher Examinations, prepared and admlnisterel
annually by Educational Testing
Service, will be given at 160 testing centers throughout th United
States on Saturday, February 11.
1961.
A Bulletin of Information (in
which an application is inserted 1
describing registration procedures
may be. obtained from college oiflclals, school superintendents, or
directly from the National Teachei Examinations. Educational
Testing Service 20 Nassau Street.
Princeton. New Jersey. Completed
applications, accompanied by proper examination fees, will be accepted by the ETS office during
November and December, and
early in January so long as they
are received before January 13.
1961.

Work has begun on the new sidewalk.- on Lancaster Avenue. The
picture above shows how the project^* progressing.
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A HIGH PRICE
Last Thursday night we saw tine y*j*»g men of
Bastern exhibit their talent at being chilaW The emotional fervor was so great that it captured the good
tense of the student body.
• •■
e
Not only was the night made into a not, but the
bast intentions of both administration and students
waga lost. Strong was the punishment, but th« high
5J*TiPntics of the student body were so ridiculous
fhfti Hey oWrved strong punishment.
M*>* students resent the punishment bemuse tie
snake dance and what usually happens afterwards are
considered traditional! However, the vandalise* during
ft was. in the purest way of putting it. juvenile delinquency it seems that billiard balls are so much in demand that we have to steal them. And of course rfs
too bad that a man has to close his business because of
it. It just goes to show one how badly mature Eastern
students need billiard balls.
Of the students that were expelled, several of
them deserved it. Some of the others had the misfortune of having to pay*for the actions of the entire group
tlyet they were a part of. The student body rtsetf failed
these students because it was not randy to handle the,
problems of its students. Student Council failed because it did not have the machinery for it. But most of
aCwa failed, because we let this happen. As the offir
cial voice of the student body, we would like to stand
up for the rights of our students. However, the students
involved in this incident lost their claim to many of the
rights of being considered a college student.
AM we can do is say that punishment was needed.
But, let us remember, punishment is to be rehabilitative.
The punishment that we would have recommended for
the incident would be that of suspended suspension. In
bther words, the offender would be allowed to remain in
school until the end of the semester. The case is then
'reviewed again, along with the students' semeter academic and conduct record. Then, it is decided whether
to carry out the penalty of suspension or impose some
other punishment.
Reqardless of punishment or the actual incident.
the student body should feel embarrassed that some of
their fellow students let them and their school down.

A VOTE "YES"
With lass than a month remaining before the November 8th election, it is apparent that there are some
citizens of Kentucky who are still in doubt or confused
about the limited constitutional revision issue.
As college students an4 teachers there is only one
intelligent stand for us, and that is to vote "yes". But
this isn't enough, we must talk the issue up. Our ferniliac and friends must dearly understand the issue and
m Importance to.^he future of the Commonwealth.
f*
It is obvious tfhot the constitutional revision and
At advancement of education go together. Presently,
Kentucky teachers often leave the state to obtain better salaries. One of the most important points to be
changed by the revision is the removing of the present
salary limitations on public officials in positions of trust
and responsibility: school superintendents, doctors la
state institutions, and city menagers of second class
fc'.fitfr According tip the present constitutiqa, the top
salary, to be paid to a state official is $ 12,000. if this
is. the top, then it is obvious that teachers are going to
have to settle for less.
We here in Kentucky cennot afford to let progress
go by. Rpmember that your "yes" vote on November
Rife wAI set ia motion the wheels of progress by allowing a limited-constitutional revision convention to be
caned.

Free Delivery
■s I I
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Let's see now: 89 rooms divided by 263 girls gives an average of
from three to four girls per room in Sullivan Hall.
How do roommates fare in these surroundings? Are they always
getting in each other's way? Does the weekly Saturday bathline get
tiresomely long? Are tempert short even when a smiling face greets
a friend?
With only a few exceptions, dom have to stand in line because
these question scan be answered many have already taken the
in the negative. Seldom are girls traditional weekly bath.
Even if girls are females, they
heard complaining about those
"other four." (There are some still behave as ladies. When four
rooms which house five.) Two barefooted ones almost stepped on
posible exceptions are these: Three a live "enormous" spider, they
girls dressing in front of one didn't scream hysterically that
mirror can create some occasionc Sullivan Hall was the Amason
for mirth and madness. White two Jungle. But stepping daintily back
are "putting their laces on." the or leaping with a bound, they
third is standing on a chair trying merely exclaimed in a whisper,
to see if her skirt is hanging cor- "Gat that horrible monster out
rectly. Of course, a fourth room- of here! (There's no talking in the
mate may decide she needs her washrooms after nine o'clock.)
flower in the back of the top
Closet space is probably the
dresser drawer. Of course, every- moat often heard complaint, beone switches position as auto- cause many girls don't look at a
matically as an army (when they wrinkled, freshly-pressed blouse
finally understand the emergency with a smile.
of the situation.)
Not many persons love to hold
Studying is a problem some- grudges against others and only
times, especially if one is me- a very few of 'hese people live in
morizing a poem aloud and anoth- Sullivan Hall. Having the "Golden
er is reading in deep meditation Rule" firmly established in their
hearts, the girls smile with
the poem "Silence."
But do they grunt and growl warmth, not with daggers behind
like animals? No, they've come to their backs, to those toward
college to learn a new way of life; whom they had ill feelings yesterthey look at each other, smile, and day.
bend over to study—in silence.
They've come to college to grow
Whoever heard of everyone into specimens of womanhood, and
wanting to take a shower at 6:30 how can they learn if they don't
Friday night! Although four have some minor obstacles that
showers for forty girls per floor are eaay to hurdle, if only they
doesn't seem adequate, they sel- always look up?

We, the members of the Marching Maroons,
lit enter to form a more perfect "£", give
order*, smooth hurt feelings, protect ourselves from ethers horns, tell others to pick
up their legs While we drag, and thus assure
ourselves sad our fellow band members of
an early dismissal, do ordain this as our
preamble to a good half-time show for you.
the football fans.
,
If you bear strange sounds coming.from the football field between
the hours of 4 P. M. and 6 P. M on Monday, Wednesday and Friday,
do not be alarmed. It Is only the hand trying desperately to earn
half an hour credit: Why Just half an hour? Co not ask a band
member as his' answer may be a bit 'biased and a little too modi to
the point for your taste.
The Marching Maroons .stagger a new toe for your right foot you
through a performance si die say? Well, no doubt. Try the
half-time of each home game, and same thing while walking through
J mean stagger* They step In a dust storm, and there you have
bole* and ruts made by the team It.
during practice (and they get deWhen you feel compassion for a
eper and deeper.) and then grab a football player with a blaek eye.
chicken asjnd aandwkft at the thidk of the band that no one
grill before the game. Ctoe March- watches, yet everyone misses when
ing Maroon remarked recently they are not there, that no one
that If she gphWad on more cards about, yet everyone brags
chicken salad sandwich, <ihe knew •pout and your three hours of
she would lay an egg.
credit "for three hour's of class,
Broken teeoth are Just another and the band's one half hour
phase of any band member'a life. credit for six hours of work.
You think marching and playing
is easy? Try It sometime. Hold a
book with both hands against
Letters To Tne Editors
your mouth. jiow lift your legs
I would like to object to the
high, no, a little higher, and start
moving. Tour Leeth crack, your way the student body of Eastern
is
being subjected to the political
mouth is badly cut, and you need
propaganda of the state administration on the question of a proposed consitutional convention.
We are being constantly bombarded with this propaganda, in our
October H. fiiday, Za* Story clasaM in our assemblies, and even
our Homecoming football game.
Produced and directed by Joshua at
It would seem that the true spirit
Pogan. Players: Anthony Parlous. of
Democracy Is being defeated by
Jane Foonda, Ray Walstojn, Man such propaganda. Not once has
Connelly
anyone who is opposed to the conStarting out ajrf a good natural vention been heard by the student
spoof, and achieving some very body of 'Eastern on this mitter.
diverting moatmi'w, this campus Not onee has the state administrcomedy bogs down into Xaeteless- ation or Eastern's administration
ness every now and than. The asked that the voters thoroughly
place is a co-ed college
wheie study the Issue and vote on their
gay, giddy youngsters have a conviction base d on knowledge.
merry time concentrating oh roWe who oppose the constitumance and basketball. The plot tional
convention ask the '.students
concerns a pretty co-ed's success- of Eastern not to be taken in on
ful planning to have the teams' this question, like the people of
star player for her matrimonial Kentucky were on the question of
own, and the happily trappe I the Veteran's Bonus. We ask that
boy's struggle to resist bribers the student body Investigate
which would ajtvs him the money the bungling policies of the
to marry her, at the cost of throw- present state ailminut ration.
ing an Important .game. He makes We feel that if every voter
himself inelegibie to play hy flunk- will take these tilings into coning an ethics exam, but the pro- sideration, then the state will te
fessor in question, most reluctant- saved from the dominating type
ly yielding to student and faculty of political philosophy of the
pressure, panne,i him by a fluke. present administration. If this is
permitting him to a.tve the game dene, then Democratic spirit will
and his Alma Mater's reputation.
out over the cheap political
The farcial nonsense is portrayed Win
propaganda of the state adminwith uninhibited zest, as in the istration.
romancing of the tall young lovIn closing. I would like to say
ers. Their courtship, accompanied that
one fear, we of Eastern had
by broad double entendres, goes was that
Eastern would become a
on in all kinds of places from a political stamping
ground for the
chemistry laboratory to a crowd- present state administration in- Gov. Bert Combs is shown crowning Miss Judy Shehan, 1960 Homeed trailer. Tony Perkins and Jane stead of a progressive place of coming Queen. Mr. Jim Williams (right), KYMA president, presented
Fonda as the amorous pair, and higher learning. If the
the newly chosen queen.
present
their instructors Marc Connelly
continues, it would seem
and Ray Walston seem equally at situation
being justified.
home on this never, never campus that our fearA is
friend of Kentucky
Source of reveiw, The Green
Donald Sturgeon
Sheet, by The Film Estinat
Board of National organizations.
(Apparently, Mr. Sturgeon is
The movie next Tuesday, Octo- allowing his opinions of the
ber 25th, will be "Home From The present State administration to
cloud his views on an issue of
Hllla."
greatest importance to the growth
of the state. The editors)

Featuring Basket Dinners
Steaks - Chops
Dance Band Every
Wednesday Night

WiEYS

Movie Preview

SEAMLESS STRETCHABLE
DOUULE LOQP GAYMODES
Double loops give double protection ffrQ
against mas.
Stretcbable micro-mesh VX^
sheers frame yaw legs % perfect prppor- ■»'
Palr
tioes. Sites midge, aorsa, long.
Remember, Yoti cap Charge it at Penney's!

Richmond Office Equipment
"School and Office Supplies"

Dear Mr. Editors.
I dont generly write to news-,
papers hut something happened
the other day that made me so
mad I just had to say something
A certin teacher give a certin
student a F for cheatin on a test.
An that wern't all. That same
teacher said it was better to steel
money that it was to cheat on a
test. That man's crazy. Anybody
that would say a tiling like that
ia bound to be off his rocker so
to speak.
This fine country is a democray,
and everybody is supposed to be
equal. Some students is smarter
than others so the only way
thingw can be equal is to let some
people cheat. That's what I think
about it. That same teacher said
that entangeable values was more
Important that matereal values.
but he was just using big words
to I'onfuze people.
And while we are on this subject look what that man Combs
done. We wanted a bonas for our
brave veterns and instead he imposed a sales tax on our pore
hungry widers. What's this country comming to ? Its going to the
dogs. That's what Its coming to.
Indiggnutly yours
Mr. ftekrul
Senior Anguish Major
Eastern Ky. State College.

i—-

RAY'S BARBER SHOP
WE HAVE FOUR DEPENDABLE BARBERS
TO SERVE YOU AT ALL TIMES.

3=
A GOOD PLACE TO EAT!
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DIXIE DRY CLEANERS
CLEANING AND PAESSING AT ITS FINEST!

North Second Street

■—

PHONE 2473
South Third Street

Richmond, Ky.

OPELL'S

SUBWAY RESTAURANT
FIRST & MAIN
IF YOU'RE ON A DIET, DON'T
COME IN
BECAUSE WE FILL YOU TO
YOUR CHIN

Visit The Sportswear
Department of
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Baby Shop
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Maroons Held To Homecoming Tie
Seek Second Win Against A.P.S. C.
:

Scoreless Tie In
Homecoming Tilt

Eastern Favored
Over Non-Conf.
Foe On Saturday

A Homecoming Day crowd of
RSM was disappointed as the favored Eastern Maroons were held'to
a scoreless tie by the lack of luster
Buccaneers of East Tennessee.
The Maroons, muffing numerous
scoring opportunities, did everything but cross the Buccaneer goal
line In failing to register their first
O.V.C. victory of the I860 campaign.
Eastern grabbed the opening
kickoff and drove 67 yards to the
Buccaneer 4 before being stalled
by John Honaker's interception of
a Tony Lanham pass. Key plays
of this drive were a 16-yard end
rqn by Jimmy Chittum and a 22yard pass play from Lanham to
Richie Emmons.
After East Tennessee moved the
b»ll to the Maroon 46, Umberger'i
punt was allowed to roll dead on
tin' 5. The Maroons, on the strength
of Gilly Layman's fine running, |
moved the pigskin to the 39 before
they were forced to punt. East
Tennessee failed to cross the mlfr
stripe and the first quarter ended
The Maroons, faced with a second and 24 situation, took to toe
air and a Lanham to Ed apenik
aerial was good (or 18 yards and a
first down, apenik'» grab provided
tie crowd with a chance to cheer as
he went up to wrest the ball away
fjom a pair of Buccsanaer defend ITS.
Four plays later, Gene Blackwelder painted to the East Tennessee 8 and Ronnie QuiUeti returned
it to the 22. The Buccaneers, on
the throwing arms of quarterbacks
Sowders and Evans, drove to the
East am 87 before being baited.
Umberger's punt again put the
Maroon* with their bucks to the
wall on their own 2.
With the clock ticking away, the
Maroon* atarted their second long
Oirive from their own 20. Qn the
first play of the series, Layman
streaked down the right sideline to
the Buccaneer 17 before being
stopped by Quillen. Layman's interference was removed by a spectacular block thrown toy one of

ONE HOUR
CLEANERS
MARTINIZING. The
MOST in Dry Cleaning!
3rd * Main Street

i

TRADITIONAL!

Lanham pitches out to Layman as the Maroon line carvees a hole in the East Tennessee forward wall.
Tile Ashland halfback bulldozed for 14 yards and a first down on the play.
the officials.
With Tony Harris calling the
plays and freshmen backs Chittum
and Rqger Mancinl carrying, the
Maroons drove to a first down on
the Buccaneer 3. A fumble on
the next play kept the Maroons
out of the scoring column as the
naif ended with no score.
Significently, the Maroons dominated play in the first half with
226 I to edge in total offense yardace. ' Eastern picked up 11 first
downs to 5 tor the Bucs.
A mild East Tennessee threat
was quelled In the opening half of
the third quarter when a Sowders
field goal attempt from the 25
went wide to the right. The Bucs,
led by Sowders and Honaker, drove
50 yards in 14 plays before running
out of gas on the Maroon IS.
The Maroons controlled the ball
the remainder of the period but
could get no closer than the East
Tennessee 38.
The fourth quarter saw two Buccaneer threats as well as one by
the Maroons go by the boards. A
nearly blocked punt put Eastern
in hot water as the Bucs took over
on the Maroon 30 and plowed to the
17 before being stopped by the
hard-hitting Eastern defense.
Late in the game. Eastern's final
drive took them to the East Tennessee 9. With time running out,
the Maroons decided to go for a
field goal from the 15. Hatfield's
kick was wide to the right and
the Bucs took over on their own
20,with less than a minute of play
remaining.
Sowders 'caught the Maroon secondary sleeping and completed two
passes for 66 and 17 yards putting
the ball on the Eastern 8. This
time Sowders' field goal attempt
also failed and the game ended
with each team realizing that they
could have won but didn't.
Layman was the game's individual rushing leader with 116
yards in 12 attempts. Lanham
completed 9 of 17 passes good for
130 yards. Mancini picked up 35
yards in 7 carries and Chittum
carried 9 times for 40 yards.
Team Statistics
E. Ky. E. T.
First Downs
18
12
Yards Rushing
230
133
Pass Attempts
17
12
Pass Completions ..
9
6
Interceptions
1
1
Yards Passing
130
131
Total Offense
360
264
Punts
9
6
Punting Average .. S2.5
J6.3
Yards Penalized ....
50
30
Fumbles Lose
1
0
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RETURNING LETTERMEN BRIGHTEN
OPENING BASKETBALL PRACTICE

Coach Paul McBrayer greeted an all-veteran squad of twelve
upperclassmen Monday as his Eastern Kentucky Maroons began preparations for a twenty-three game cage schedule that opens on December 1.
Actually, Saturday, October 15, was the day designated by the
NCAA as the official opening day of practice. However, Coach McBrayer. gave his squad the homecoming weekend off.
Leading the seven lettermen who return from last year's Ohio
Valley Conference runners-up squad was All-America candidate, Carl
Cqle. last year's leading scorer with an 18.3 average. A 6-3 forward
from Lexington, he's one of seven seniors on this year's Eastern Kentucky squad.
The lone senior to graduate
from the '59-60 squad was 6-5
Bruce Springate, whose 11.8 scor- GILLY SHINES
ing average last season was
second only to Cole's.
Other lettermen back for their
last year of competition are Jack
Upchurch, 6-2 guard from Monticello (10.2); Phil Bstepp, 6-2
guard from P a i n t s ville (10.6);
and . Roland Wierwiile, 6-5 forward-center from Cincinnati (6.7).
Junior award-winners are 6-7
Ralph Richardson (11.0), of RusGardner (3.1), of Mt. Eden; and
6-2 Larry Parks (2.6), of Arlington, Ind.
These seven lettermen, along
with five squad men, all of whom
saw action on last year's fine club,
team to give McBrayer a seasoned, veteran squad that he hopes
will prove to be one of his
strongest sincs»corolroj"to "Eastern?
in 1946.
Squad members back from the
•59-60 team are Nelson White. 8
ft. senior guard from Stanton;
Carter Brandenburg 5-10 junior
guard from Richmond; Rupert
Stephens. 6-1 junior guard Irani
Russell Springs; Rex English, 6-3
.senior forward from Carter; and
Larry Redmond, 6-2 senior guard
from Newport.
Player of the week award goes to
Gilly Layman for his outstanding
Georgetown First Foe
K.y
in the East Tennessee game,
"Traditionally," said McBrayer,
yman carried the ball 12 times,
"our senior teams have been our
better ones. This year's team, amassing a total of 116 yards. He
with seven seniors, and the help also excelled on defense.
of 6-7 Richardson. 6-5 Gardner,
One man talking politics with
and 6-2 Park, all juniors with a friend:
"We've had a piano player
year's varsity experience, should
a golfer. You know who I'd
combine to form a very re- and
like to see get in now? A bowler."
presentative team."
Small boy to mother: "Daddy
Gardner will miss some of the took me to the zoo. One animal
early going due to an arm oper- came in and paid $33.80 across
ation he underwent last weekend, the board."
due to a chipped bone. He is exSmall son to parents bringing
pected, however, to be going at home quadruplets: "We'd, better
top speed well before the season start calling folks. They're gonna
gets underway.
be harded to get rid of than kitAll of the varsity squad mem- tens."
bers
are
Kentuckians
except
OVC STANDINGS
Wierwiile
of Cincinnati, and'
Standings:
Parks, of Arlington, Ind.
FKOSH BASKETBALL
Conference AH Games
TRYOUTS!
The Maroons open on Dec. 1
WLT Pet. WL1 Pet when they host Georgetown ColFreshman basketball tryouts
Tenn. T. 3 0 0 1.000 4 1 0 .800 lege at Richmond in a non-conwill be held next Honday :unl
Mur.
3 0 0 1.000 3 2 0 .600 ference contest. Other non-loop Tuesday at 3:15 P. M., Coach
W- Ky.
1 1 1 .600 2 2 1 .800 games include Marshall, St. BoneJim Baechtold announced today.
Mid. T. 110 .500 2 3 0 .400 venture, St. Mary's, Texas A A M.
All tryouts are asked to
E. Tenn. 0 2 2 .000 1 2 2 .383 Texas Tech, Louisville, Miami of
bring their own equipment.
E. Ky.
0 2 1 .000 13 1 .260 Ohio, and Dayton.
CT
M'head
0 2 0 .000 8 2 0 .600

Plover Of The
Week

Richmond. Ky.. Oct. 17 (Special)
—The Eastern Maroons, winless in
three Ohio Valley Conference
games, journey to Clarksville, Tennessee, this week to play the Austin Peay Governors. The Maroons
have not won a game since downing the Screaming Eagles of Ft.
Campbell in their season opener.
Although they have failed to
register a loop win this season,
the Maroons' OVC mark of two
losses and a tie are a result of
just four points and .several missed scoring opportunities. Losses
have come at the hands of Murray, 21-19. and Middle Tennessee.
14-12. while East Tennessee held
f four scoring threats last Saturday to gain a scoreless tie in
Eastern's homecoming game.
The Maroons are L3-1 for the
season, going into Saturdav night's
game. They will be in search of
their second stright win over the
Governors from Austin Peay. Last
season, the Tennesseans fell
victim 21-7 at Richmond.
Even though piling up 370 yards
and marching inside' the 15 yard
line four times, the Maroons lacked the punch to push across a
score in their meeting with the
Bucs.
Two field goal attempts, one by
each team, in the final actionpacked 30 seconds climaxed the
homecoming tilt and provided an
overflow crowd of just under 6 000 with their best thrill of the
afternoon.
Coach Disappointed
Coach Presnell again was disappointed in his team's inability to
score after a sustained drive had
brought them within striking distance, but he was pleased with
several things: (1) the play of
Gilly Layman, who returned to
form after nursing a shoulder injury since the opening game; (2)
the offensive and defensive play
of freshman, Roger Mancini; (3)
the passing of Tony Lanham, who
completed 9 of 17 passes for 130
yards; (4) the improved defensive
play of the interior linesmen; and
(5) his team's overall defensive
performance that held East Tennessee to 133 rushing yards and
one of the OVC's top backs. Ronnie Quillen. to 64 yards in 13 cairles.
Layman. hard running 165
pound senior from Ashland, gained 116 yards in 12 carries for his
best performance of the year.
Jimmy Chittum, freshman halfback from Lexington. Virginia,
picked up 49 yards on 9 carries,
and Mancini, also a yearling, from
Belaire Ohio, netted 35 yards in
T carries.
Chittum l.ciuliiijr Rusher
Chittum continues to pace '.ho
ball carrier's. The 110 pound rrosh
has netted 226 yards on 27 carries
for a plendid 8.4 average per carry. Layman follows with 217
yards on 29 carries for a 7.5 average. Lanham has gained 146 net
yards in 31 rushing attempts for
t 4.7 average. The Maroons, as
a team, are averaging 4.1 yards
per cany.
Lanham paces the passers, with
25 completions, good for 357 yards
and 4touchdowns, in 53 attempts
for a completion percentage of
.472. Three of his aerials have
been intercepted.
In the pass receiving department. Layman has caught the

MAROON ROUND-UP
with LARRY KNARR

Homecoming is over and naturally we're disappointed that we didn't ■ win the football game.
However, with all the talented freshmen wearing
the Maroon and White, we can't help throwing ir
the time-honored cliche' "Wait till next year!"
Another previously untried freshman. Roger
Mancini, was given a chance to show his stuff in
the East Tennessee donnybrook and he came
through with flying colors. Mancini, a 5*9." 180
pound fullback from Bellaire. Ohio, toted the lealher 7 times for 35 yards. If tliis freshman is green
then we're color-blind. Roger, who reminds us a
lot of Sammy Incavido, should see quite a bit ot
action in the remaining four games of the I960
campaign.
The East Tennessee game also produced another
bright spot when Gilly Layman returned to the
line-up and ran as good, if not better, than ever
before. The gritty Ashland senior who has been
plagued by a shoulder injury all season, is hell on
wheels when he's in good health. We haven't seen
a better halfback all year than the Gilly Layman
of Saturday's game. We kept waiting for Gilly to
break loose for a score but he never could get ihut
vital block.
Seniors Shannon Johnson. Scaldy Adkisson.
Cecil O'Dell. Frank Tomaro, and Layman probably
bemoan the fact that Eastern will have to wait
until next year to challenge for OVC crown. When
you play three games with the scores 21-19, 14-12,
and 0-0, it looks like you should rate better than
an 0-2-1 record. Regardless of the record book, a
two-point victory or loss does not actually prove
that one team is better than another. Our guess Ir
that you'd have a hard time telling these five boys
that either Murray. Middle Tennessee, or East
Tennessee has a better team than Eastern.
It's official now that Sammy Incavido is out for
the season. This is a tough break for anyone especially if he happens to be a senior. You don't lose
ball players like Sam without hurting your football
team. The same might be said for Harvey Yeary. a
fine end who is also out for the year.
We thought Tony Harris did a bang-up job of
signal-calling in the East Tennessee game. Tony,
after showing great promise as a freshman arid
sophomore, was laid low by an attack of appendicitis in 1959. Harris appears to be on the
comeback trail now and seems ready to give the
Maroons a great Tony-Tony combination at the
quarterback slot. All we need now is for Jim Conley
to get over his ankle injury for a fearsome threesome. Notice how you can't mention a position
without mentioning an injury? Injuries ran kill
a good season and that's about the story of the
1960 Maroons in a nutshell.
For those of you who need cheering up things
most passes, 5, for 52 yard's, bin
Shannon Johnson, senior from
Irvine, accounts for the most yards
and touphdowns, 108 yards and
two touchdowns, as a result of
pass receiving.
Sophomore Gene Blackwelder.
the Maroons' top-punter after
Sammy Incavido was lost for the
season has averaged 32.3 yards
on 18 punts.
After Saturday night's clash
With Austin Peay, the Maroons
next meet Western Kentucky at
Bowling Green, before returning
to Hanger Stadium to host the
strong Tennessee Tech Golden
Eagles.

could be worse—and they were in 1931 when the
Maroons were edged by Wittenburg, 99-0.
Ronnie Crosbie has compiled tne cumulative football statistics for the Eastern Maroons through the
first five games. In the field of individual rushing,
Jim Chittum has carried 27 times for 226 yards and
an 8.4 yard average. Chittum has lost only one
yard in 27 carries.
Right on Chlttum's heels Is Gilly Layman, who
has 217 yards to show for 29 tries. This Is an
average per fcarrv of 7.5 yards. Both Jim and Gilly
should be among the OVC leaders In this department. Third leading ball-carrier has been Tony Lanham, whose 31 carries top the team. Lanham has
picked up 146 yards for a 4.7 average—not bad
for a quarterback!
Lanham is also the team's leading passer. He
has completed 25 of 53 aerials for 357 yards and
4 touchdown's. Three of his passes have been intercepted. Tony Harris has a perfect 3 for 3 with
a net gain of 33 yards.
Shannon Johnson has hauled 4 passes good for
108 yards and 2 touchdowns, Layman has caught 6
for 52 yards, Richie Emmons has caught 4 for 92
yard's and one touchdown, Ed Spenik has caught 3
for 56 yards. Jim Chittum has caught 5 for 24
yards and one touchdown, and Elvin Brinegar has
snagged 3 good for 37 yards.
Gene Blackwelder has punted 18 times, averaging
32.3 yards. While Sammy Incavido was in there,
he kicked 6 times for an average of 39.8 per kick..
Johnson and Incavido lead the scoring parade
with 12 points apiece. Dave Hatfield has tabbed
3 of 4 extra point attempts.
Elsewheie in the conference, everyone is talking
about the sudden changeabout in -the Murray
Thoroughbreds. Last season under Bill Cullivan, the
Thoroughbreds compiled a dismal 0-10 record. This
season with Don Shellon at the helm, Murray is
3-0 in OVC play and tied with tough Tennessee
Tech for the loop lead. The two leaders clash thlf
week-end at Murray in the game that will pro^
bably decide the OVC race.
Last year at this time the Maroons had a 1-4
record and split even in the last four games. All
we have to do this year is win three of the last
five to improve greatly on last year's mark. Five
wins would give the Maroons a 6-3-1 overall mark.
Toughest obstacles will be Western and Tennessee
Tech. Morehead seems greatly improved over last
year but Austin Peay and Marshall have just so-so
teams'.
End Coach. Robert J. Synovitz has the distinction
of participating in two post-season bowl games. He
played in the 1951 Cigar Bowl in Tampa for Wisconsin State and later, while in the army, appeared
in the 1955 Shrimp Bowl at Oalveston for Fort Ord.
Coach Synivitz is now rest-lent director of Keith
Hall. Tell us, Coach, which job is roughest?

W. O. HARBER

L H. MINTER

BURNAM AND HARBER
GENERAL INSURANCE
McKee Building
Richmond, Kentucky

Compliments of
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The Ideal Restaurant

WARNING: SCHOOL AHEAD
The prlnncipal would lip the first
teachers' meeting of the year with I
this advice: "Do be patient and
long-suffering with the parents.
Remember, they are each sending
you
their very
best efforts."
T
f .„J . ■
• r-... ■

Home of Good Foods

BURD'S
Drug Store

Why Go to Town?

Fountain - Luncheonette
Prescriptions
FREE DELIVERY
7 A. M. to 7 P. M.
Phones 244 & 245

College Service Station

. Gas Up With Us!

Across from Memorial Hall

EXTRA-TRIM
POST-GRAD
Slacks
Post-Grsds are traditionally
styled for those lithe, tapered
lines you"ye always had a yen
fort Smooth, plestlen front; precuffed bottoms. At the smartest
collete shops; in a host of washable fabrics from M-» to $8J6.
For colorful 17* I 22"
Mountsinsore posh
tert 2Sc to H i-S. Dsst CS,

S30 Fms AM., «. r. l.
roc set of < posters
(6 eiStrset sports)
send I1.S0.

Seven lettermen return to give Eastern basketball coach, Paul McBrayer, good reason to be optimistic.
They are, kneeiins from left: Phil Estepp, Jack Upchurch, and Larry Parks; standing, from left: Carl
Cole, Roland Wierwiile, Coach McBrayer, Ralph Richardson and Ray Gardner.
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College - Career

Dr. Jay L. Chambers joined the
Defense Minerals Exploration Administration, now Office of Minerals Exploration in the U.S. Dt
partment of the Interior in Jari:ary. 1952 as a professional in
administration and accounting
With a background of twenty-two
years of study, teaching, and successful private practice and seventeen years of notable service in
tlie Federal Government, he tool:
the initiative in developing pro
reclines for administering the
complex types of contracts required for exploration assistance
Over this long period of significant
work in education, business and
Government, he developed and introduced many inprovements in
administration and a c c o u n tin;;
piactices. He established the audit
operation which contributed grea1 Iv to the efficient operation of the
Defense Minerals Exploration Administration program, and und.r
his direction two procedural manuals were prepared covering the
audit of exploration project costs
and the audit of royalties. These
comprehensive and detailed manuals covering the complex problems inherent in the Detente
Minerals Exploration program,
were the first of this type issued
by a Government agency; and ate
still in use in the office.
Dr. Chambers retired on March
31. 1959. In recognition of his record of unusual ability and superior performance in the field <.f
administration and accounting,
the Department of the Interior
conferred upon him its highest
honor, the Distinguished Service
Award.
Dr. Chambers graduated from
Eastern in 1912. His address 11
6414 Western Avenue, Chevy
Chase 15, Maryland.
Pauf Gliffin has accepted the
backfield coaching post at Camcbell High School. He will also be
assistant track coach and wi 1
teach physical education. He was
a member of this year's graduating class. He, his wife and diugh
ter will reside in Alexandria.
Charles W. Hart, Sr„ superintendent of Franklin County
Schools, has been hired this yeai
by the Louisville school system as
a'jsistan superintendent in charge
of business affairs. He had been
with the Franklin County system
since 1954 and before going to
Franklin County was Nelson
County superintendent for 2D
years.

**-».,

Pi+tery-baked colors . .. glow softly
in our Fall Collection of blouses
Wedgewood Blue — Helio — Gold
Saufcrgsh — white
3.98 to 5.98

Now! Ends Sat.
2 1SREAT FEATURES!

HELL TO
ETERNITY
*«**» HUNTER
JANSSEN

•

Starts

SUNDAY!

•

ROBERT

PRESTON
DOROTHY

McGUIRE

Hart received his B. S. depree
at Eastern in 1930 and Ma M. S.
at the University of Kentucky in
1949.
Jim Mitchell, former baske'eer
at Eastern and for the past three
years head coach at Berea High,
has been named head basketball
coach at Harrodsburg Hi^h School.
In addition to coaching, he will
teach commerce at Harrodsburg.
During his senior year at Eastern
in 1957 he assisted with the team
here.
Bradley Neuse, Whitesburg hus
taken over his new duties as executive vice president of the Kentucky Junior Chamber of Commerce. His office Is at 670 South
3rd Street in Louisville.
Nease formerly worked in the
community-development d i v ision
of the State Department of
Economic Security in Frankfort
As executive vice president, he
will coordinate the activities of
some 3.100 Jaycees. He was a
member of this year's graduating
class at Eastern.
Roy Roberson of Louisville has
been named minister of education
for the Lawrenceburg- Christian
Church. A graduate of Eastennfln
1959, he had been teaching lit
Seneca High School in LoutervlUe.
He entered the College of the
Bible in Lexington this fall.
Don Hacker, native of Hazard
and band director in the Danville
city schools since 1953, resigned
this year to accept a position at
a new experimental junior high
school built under a Ford Foundation grant at Clearwater, Florida.
He will direct both a band and an
orchestra.
Hacker was graduated from
Eastern in 1952 and completed
work for his master's degree in
1958 at the University of Kentucky.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Raker announce the birth of a daughter,
Jennifer Anne, born on July 4.
This is their first child.
Mrs. Raker is the former Phyllis
Counts, class of '56, and Mr. Raker was in the class of '55. Their
new address this year is 505 Burton Avenue, Northfield, New
Jersey.
A son was born to Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Younce on July 15. He has
been named John Mark. Mrs.
Younce was the former Virginia
Hiatt, class of '46. They live at
2622 Clays Mill Road, Lexington
Mr. Younce is the son of Mrs.

YOU'VE TRIED THE REST
NOW EAT THE BEST!

MADISON LAUNDRY
And CLEANERS

GOLDEN RULE CAFE
WHERE PEOPLE ARE FRIENDLY!

COMPLETE LAUNDRY AND

Home Cooked Meals

CLEANING SERVICE —

Delicious Biscuits

LET ONE CALL DO IT ALL!
LET US TAKE CARE OF YOUR BANKING NEEDS!
1 HOUR — 1 DAY SERVICE

STATE BANK AND
TRUST COMPANY

WHEN REQUESTED — NO

'\

1

EXTRA CHARGE!

SANITON E
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Younce. Secretary in the Music
Department.
Mr. and Mrs. Don Hortman.
Vandalia, Ohio are receiving: congratulations on the arrival of a
son, Doug)is Lee, born on September 10. He is being welcomed by
brother, David Scott. Mrs. Hortman was a member of ii' • '68
class and Mr. Hortman of the '57
class.
Mr. and Mrs. Cladney HarviUe,
129 Avon Avenue, Lexington are
the proud parents of a new baby,
Bradley Douglas, born on May 7.
Mrs. Harville was the formei
Lenora Douglas, class of 1950.
Mr. and Mrs. George Griffin. Jr..
London, announce the arrival of a
son George William, on Friday,
July 29, at the London hospital.
They are also the parents of a
daughter. Elizabeth Lisle.
Mrs. Griffin will be remembered as the former Elizabeth Park,
class of 1952, and a member of
the Training School faculty.
. Mr. and Mr. Billy Tracy, 109
South 46th Street, Louisville, announce the arrival of a baby son,
Duane Gregory, on September 9.
Mr. Tracy was a member of the
'65 class.
A daughter was born on August
28 to Mr. -and Mis. James D.
Reams, 5820 Access Road, Dayton
31, Ohio. She has been named
Melanie Lynn. Mrs. Reams is the
former Laura Todd, class of 1956.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Ray Cunningham are the proud parents of
a baby daughter, Kathy Jean
born on June 30. Mr. and Mrs.
Cunningham were both members
of the class of 1959.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald L. Knowland announce the arrival of a
new daughter, Lee Ann, born Jury
7. Their address is Box 362, Versailles, Indiana. Mr. Know-land Is
band and choral director at Versailles High School.
Mrs. Knowland was the former
Joan Neff, class of 1954 and Mr.
Knowland was graduated In 1953.
Siiiipsnii l.j\ ton

Miss Joyce Ann Simpson, Covington, and Charles Morgan Layton, Lancaster were united in
marriage on April 15.
Mr. Layton was graduated from
Eastern in 1959, majoring in history and commerce. He Is now attending the University of Kentucky College of Law. Mrs. Layton is now a senior at Eastern,
majoring in commerce.
Roberts-Collins
Miss Laura Virginia Roberts,
Prestonsburg and Robert Arnold
Collins, Redondo Beach, Calif,
were married on June 3 at the
First Methodist Church in Prestonsburg.
A graduate of Eastern in 1950,
the blrde attended Virginia-Inte-mont College, Bristol, Va., and la
completing: work on a master's
degree at the University of Kentucky.
Mr. Collins, a graduate of the
nlversity of Miami, Fla., attendeu
Emory University, Atlanta. Ga„
and holds a master's degree in
English from the niversity of
Kentucky. He is now working toward a Ph. D. degree at the University. He has accepted the position as head of the English Department at Midway Junior College.
Mr. and Mrs. Collins are malting their home at 222 Cross Street,
Midway.

Fatrick-JenningN
The marriage of Miss Phyllis
Patrick of Hirrison County and
Roy Clay Jennings of Shelbwill.too place August 14 at the Upper
Curry MethodtJt Church.
The blrde graduate from East
em in 1959 and is a member of
the Mary Todd Elementary Schoo:
in Fayette County. Mr. Jennings
i a senior at Eastern.
Rjuindell-RoM
The marriage of Miss Jane Cole
Ransdell Lawrenceburg to Rojpr
Francis Ross, Charlestown. Ind..
was solemnized on June 4 at the
First Christian Church, Lawrenceburg.
The bride was graduated from
Eastern last year and is a member of the Anderson High Schoo'
faculty. Mr. Ross is a graduate of
Purdue Univelaity and is engaged
in farming.

DAVIS
Beauty Shop

LUIGI'S

PIZZA

IF YOU WANT YOUR FOOD DELIVERED
FREE!
Just Phone your Order to Loo-ee-gee (Luigi)

L

Phone 2737

What Do You Think Of
Hershell In This Shirt?

Invites you to
Step Out in

style-

Phone 1260
101 S. First Street

WELCOME
STUDENTS!
Guaranteed Watch
Repair Service
ELGINS. 17J

$19.95

BULOVAS, 17J

$24.95

GRUENS, 17, 19J 19.95
BENRUS, 17J

$25.00

NORELCO SHAVERS
Reg. $24.95 — $17.95
Diamond Bridal Sets
$19.95 to $999.95
Nationally Known Brands!

Speidel, Longines, Ronson Sunbeam, Timex
All at LESS than Reg. Price!
Check our prices—See for yourself . . . Don't buy, If not
convinced!

KESSLER'S

(Next Door to Beglev Drug)
RICHMOND'S ONLY CUTRATE JEWELRY!
Terms To Students.

Ph. 1266

205 W. Main

IT'S ALWAYS
FAIR WEATHER
IN

"OHIEANS"

KNIT SHIRTS by PURITAN

The wonderful blending of 80% orlon acrylic and 20%
wool give you a shirt that's light in weight, warm as toast
and of course fully washable. Puritan's deftly tailored it
with cuffed long sleeves, 3 button placket front and a
pocket motif. Beautiful solid and heather tones are available in sizes S-M-L-XL.
ADVERTISED ON "THE JACK PAAR SHOW*

Bob's Men's Shop

OF RICHMOND, KENTUCKY

MEMBER FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM

Third and Water Streets

MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORP.

GO ■ GO ■ GO MAROONS

The Colonel Drive In
INC.

Big

Hill

Avenue,

Richmond,

Ky.

TUESDAY SPECIAL!
V4 KENTUCKY FRIED CHICKEN
Featuring

Col.

Sanders

Recipe

FRENCH FRIES OR MASHED POTATOES
COLE SLAW, BISCUITS AND GRAVY

-

FREE PASS TO REDA DRIVE IN WITH EACH
ORDER OF CHICKEN!
TRY OUR SPAGHETTI TOO, IT'S DELICIOUS!
Tomato Meat Sauce — Garlic Bread —Green Salad with Oil Dressing
90c
Owned and Operated by
LEWIS W. BROADUS And TONY SIDERIS

)

It's what's up front that counts
Up front is I FILTER-BLEND I and only Winston has itl
Rich, golden tobaccos specially selected and specially
processed for full flavor in filter smoking.
K J. Etnwlih TobiWO Cwnp.ny. Wlrnlon-S.lmi. N. C.

WINSTON TASTES GOOO tike a cigarette should!

